later employment and wage rates. Whether the relationship is reall causal or simply correlative (i.e., due to a common underlying fact such äs motivation) remains unclear. Obviously, for those interest in the Potential benefits from employment and training programs for in-school youths, this finding is intriguing.
A final finding that has drawn the attention of many analysts  i that the long-term  (i.e.,  4-5 years later)   effects of unemployment during younger years appear to be rather  less than had been previou suggested.    Once individual characteristics have been controlled fc the experience of early unemployment does not appear to raise the probability of unemployment in the following 4-5 years.    This resul appears to hold for both young men and young women  (Ellwood,  1982; Corcoran, 1982) .    In addition, once individual characteristics are constant,  initial wage levels seem to have little relationship to w levels 4-5 years later.    These relatively encouraging findings abou the limited effects of early unemployment and wages are, however, counterbalanced by another finding:    early unemployment experience seem to affect wage levels 4-5 years later,  and this effect appears be stronger and more substantial for youths with lower  levels of education.
Social Context
We conclude by noting a final factor  that may strongly influenc the employment experiences of young minority youths:    the social context that has formed their perceptions and responses.    We have chosen to discuss this issue of social context in the final part of this section because it affects both the  supply and the demand for labor and because the effects may be strong.     The residue of past a current discrimination finds its expression on the demand side  in diminished opportunities for minority youths  in the labor market (because of the attitudes of employers);   and,  to the extent that th social context affects the perceptions,  attitudes, and responses of youths,  i t can have a quite fundamental impact on the supply of lat
The long history of the exclusion of blacks from social and economic power,  government, and prestigious occupations affects yoi; in many ways.    As Ogbu  (1985a, 1985b)  has observed in his study of minority youths in Stockton, California,   there is a racial or caste stratification between blacks and whites  that historically found expression in such things äs Job ceilings for black workers.    A pi3 project by Culp and Dunson  (1983)   finds evidence of such stratifica in the treatment of matched young black and white  "auditors" who applied for Jobs at firms in the Newark,  New Jersey, area.    The auditors were recent high school graduates who were trained to make systematic observations of their treatment.     Although the study was

